FLAT-MOUNT BANNER BRACKET ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
(UNIVERSAL)
PARTS LIST:

2 - Banner Bracket Bases (A)
2 - Poles (B)
2 - Clevis Pins (C)
2 - Retainer Rings (D)
2 - Pole End-Caps (E)
2 - “Zip Tie” Straps (F)
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IMPORTANT NOTE:

Offset
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The bracket has a 1 cant to provide tension on the banner. The direction of the cant is
indicated by stamped arrows on the bracket. The arrows should face AWAY from each
other, when the brackets are mounted. (Top bracket arrow points UP and bottom bracket
arrow points DOWN.) This will produce a spring effect to keep the banner stretched and
prevent excessive fluttering.
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INSTRUCTIONS:
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1. Measure spacing, mark and install both brackets (A), paying attention to the
offset cant direction, described in the note, above. Measurement should be
from the center of the bracket sides. Ensure that the arrows stamped in the
bracket mounts face outward, from each other, to provide tension for banner.
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2. Install banner poles (B) in each bracket, with the hole aligned to the hole
in the side of the bracket (A).
3. Insert clevis pin (C) into the bracket holes to secure the pole to the bracket.
4. Using a fingernail or screwdriver, spread the spring edge of the retainer
ring (D) and thread it into the hole in the clevis pin (C). Rotate the ring completely,
to fully secure the pin in place. Repeat for both poles.
5. Install pole end-cap (E) to the end of the pole (B). (Note: decorative finial ends
may be used, instead of plastic caps, depending on kit. Ornamental rods with
scroll ends will not have pole end-caps.
6. Slide banner pockets over poles, evenly, until in desired position. Attach a
“Zip Tie” strap through the banner’s grommet and the bracket retiner ring (D)
to prevent the banner from sliding out of position.
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